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Calculating SH Consensus Shapes Our approach 
Here we present a shape-based approach which uses spherical harmonic (SH) representations [3,4] to compare molecular surfaces very 
efficiently. This approach relates receptors to each other quantitatively based on the similarity in the: 
 a)  Ligand space (SH similarity of the target ligands’) 
 b) Binding pocket space (SH similarity of the target binding pocket’s) 
We present details of our approach applied to a subset of the MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR) database containing 65,367 compounds 
distributed over 249 diverse pharmacological targets [5]. The similarity of each ligand to each target’s ligand set is quantified and used to 
predict promiscuity. We also analyse the correlation between binding pocket and ligand shapes. We compare our promiscuity predictions 
with experimental activity values extracted from BindingDB. 

Introduction 
In recent years, polypharmacology is becoming an increasingly important aspect in drug design. For example, pharmaceutical companies 
are discovering more and more cases in which multiple drugs bind to a given target (promiscuous targets) and in which a given drug binds 
to more than one target (promiscuous ligands). Both of these phenomena are clearly of great importance when considering drug side-
effects. Given that screening drugs against all the proteins expressed by the human genome is infeasible, several computational 
techniques for predicting the pharmacological profiles of drugs have been developed, Current methods for predicting promiscuity relate 
receptors to each other quantitatively based on the similarity in the target sequence space, target ligand space (mainly using chemical 
fingerprints) [1], and binding pocket space (mainly using pharmacophoric descriptors) [2]. 

Conclusions 

- Our 3D shape-based approach relates receptors to each other based on the SH similarity of their ligands and their binding pockets. 

- Ligand and binding pocket shapes similarity matrices return nearly the same information. 

- Ligand vs consensus pockets interaction matrix agree with the existence of PDBs for promiscuous ligands/targets. 

- In silico polypharmacology results follow a similar trend than experimental results. 
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Predicting promiscuity using SH shape-based similarity  

Calculate SH coefficients of the binding pockets with MSSH. Each cavity surface is 
calculated around the bound ligand coordinates taking a radius cutoff of 20 Å. 
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The consensus shape-based algorithm is implemented in ParaFit [3] . First, ParaFit all-against-all rotational superpositions are calculated 
for the group of N molecules that will form the consensus. The two most similar SH shapes are selected and superposed to form a seed 
consensus shape. Then, all molecules are rotationally superposed onto the seed consensus. A new consensus shape is computed from 
the average SH coefficients of the superposed shapes. The consensus members are then superposed again onto the consensus average, 
and the process is iterated until convergence [5]. The result is a SH pseudo-molecule (or pseudo-pocket), the consensus, and a list 
molecules (or pocket shapes), each individually rotated into the orientation of the consensus. 
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Binding Pocket-Binding Pocket interaction matrix 
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Consensus binding pockets clustered by shape similarity 
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Ligand-Binding Pocket interaction matrix 

In silico  
(Tanimoto threshold 0.7) 

Similarity found & PDB existence  Dark blue 
Similarity found & no PDB existence  Blue 
Not similarity found Light blue In vitro (IC50/nM) 

0 < IC50/nM ≤ 1  Dark blue 
1 < IC50/nM ≤ 10  Blue 
      IC50/nM > 10  Light blue 

Similarity found & PDB existence & 0 < IC50/nM ≤ 1 Dark blue 
Similarity found & no PDB existence & 1 < IC50/nM ≤ 10   Blue 
Similarity found & no PDB existence & IC50/nM > 10   Light blue In vitro vs in silico matches 

In silico vs in vitro interaction matrices 

Ligand SH shape similarity:  
The shape similarity of each ligand to each target’s ligand set is quantified by the Tanimoto coefficient and used to predict 
promiscuity. The all vs all ligand interaction matrix is analyzed by setting 3 Tanimoto thresholds. 
Binding pocket SH shape similarity: 
The promiscuity prediction in the binding pocket (BP) space is carried out first calculating the consensus of the targets pockets’ 
belonging to the same annotation (biological function). Shape similarity of each consensus pocket to each annotation 
consensus pocket is quantified by the Tanimoto coefficient. The all vs all pocket interaction matrix is analyzed by setting 3 
Tanimoto thresholds. The BP-BP interaction matrix show some correlated interaction pockets. The high promiscuity found for 
androgen or gaba a subunit agrees with the large number of related activity classes found in MDDR for those annotations.  
Ligand vs Binding pocket SH shape similarity: 
The shape similarity of each ligand to each annotation consensus pocket is quantified by the Tanimoto coefficient. The 
interaction matrix is color coded for different Tanimoto thresholds (0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7) according to the ligand-protein 
shape similarity and the existence of PDB. The plot that highlights the confirmed interactions (PDB) is selected. 
In silico vs In vitro interaction matrices: 
Available biological activities have been compiled from Binding DB database for the compounds in Schuffenhauer MDDR 
subset used for the analysis. The in silico vs in vitro interaction matrices are compared.  

Promiscuous Target 


